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ABSTRACT 
LE- lateral epicondylitis 

ECRB-extensor carpi radialisbrevis 

VAS-visual analogue scale  

RM-repetition maximum  

GS-grip strength  

Aim: To study the effect of ultrasound combined with exercises Versus cryo-therapy combined with exercises on tennis 

elbow(lateral epicondylitis). 

Material and Method: It is an experimental study conducted on tennis players with lateral epicondylitis. 1week pulsed 

ultrasound and exercise was given to one group of 15 players and another group of 15 players were given cryotherapy and 

exercise. Verbal numeric pain scale and grip strength were used as outcome measures and scores were recorded before and 

after intervention. 

Results: There was significant difference (p<0.001) in grip strength post intervention (210.66) from pre intervention value 

of (197.33) in group 1 and also significant improvement seen (p<0.001) in group 2 after intervention (220) from pre 

intervention value(200).There was significant improvement seen in group 1 in VAS after exercise(2.73±0.08) from pre 

intervention value (4.0±0.65) and also significant changes seen in group 2 after intervention (1.93±.457) from pre 

intervention value(4.53±.743). For inter group analysis of VAS between the group 1(11.10) and group 2(19.90) shows 

significant change (p=0.003).For inter group analysis of Grip strength between group 1 (18.90) and group 2(12.10) shows 

significant improvement (p=0.028). 

Conclusion: Both ultrasound with exercise and cryotherapy with exercise are useful in reducing pain and improving grip 

strength in patients with tennis elbow. Pulsed ultrasound hasa significant improvement as compared to cryotherapy. 

 

Keywords: Tennis elbow, ultrasound,cryotherapy,tennis playres,Mill’s test,Cozen’s test,visual analogue scale,grip 

strength, sphygmomanometer. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Lateral elbow pain described by Runge in 1873 has been 

known with different terms such as tennis 

elbow,epicondylosis, lateral epicondylitis, lateral elbow 

pain and epicondyalgia
1,2

.Lateralepicondylalgia (LE) is a 

clinical diagnosis based on a presentation of tenderness 

over the common extensor origin and pain exacerbated by 

repeated wrist extension
3 

 Lateral epicondylitis is a syndrome characterized by pain 

over the outer aspect of the elbow and is usually 

aggravated by radial extension of the wrist. Tenderness is 

typically localized to the tendinous origin of the extensor 

carpi radialisbrevis.Chronic symptoms are commonly 
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associated withinadequate muscle power and endurance. 

Most investigators contend that repetitive and cumulative 

injuryproduces this condition
.(3)

 

The History commonly includes Pain over the lateral 

humeral epicondyle which manifests during activities 

involving the forceful and repetitive gripping and painful 

weakness in the gripping Activities 
(4-7)

 or manipulating 

an object, such as that required when lifting a tea cup, 

shaking hands, dressingand desk or house work, will to 

most musculoskeletal health care practitioners signal the 

provisional diagnosis of ‘tennis elbow’ or more correctly 

lateral epicondylalgia (LE). The prevalence of tennis 

elbow in general population is about 1-3% between 30 

and 64 years of age,
8,9

with the peak incidence between 45 

and 54 
10

.It affect both males and females equally
11-

13
though Stasinopoulos and Johnson

14 
postulated that it 

can be more sever and longer lasting in females than in 

males. There is wide disparity in reported prevalence in 

occupational populations varying from 2-20%
15, 16

 these 

have been attributed to varying definition; self-reported 

measures and difference in clinical examination 

technique
17

. 

Tennis elbow was first described in 1883 by Major
18

 this 

condition is mostoften work-related and many patients 

who have this condition do not play tennis
19

. It has been 

estimated, however, that 10% to 50% of people who 

regularlyplay tennis will develop the condition at some 

time during their careers
20

. Arecent study on 

biomechanics demonstrated that the eccentric 

contractions of theextensor carpi radialisbrevis (ECRB) 

muscle during backhand tennis swings,especially in 

novice players, are the likely cause of repetitive 

microtrauma thatcauses tears in the tendon and lateral 

epicondylitis
21

. Some other suggestedcauses of tennis 

elbow, or lateral epicondylitis, are trauma to the lateral 

region of the elbow, relative hypovascularity of the 

region
22

, and fluoroquinolone antibiotics
23

. 

In lateral epicondylitis patients Pain or the fear of pain 

may prevent patient from generating their true maximal 

pain free effort during a gripping activity. It is also 

possibility that the decrease in ability to rapidly generate 

force and grip strength may be a protective adaptation but 

it is still need to find out.
24

 

There is no proper treatment intervention is defined for 

tennis elbow in literature
34

. Standard treatments for tennis 

elbow have focused primarily on the pain management by 

anti-inflammatory medication
35

and physiotherapy. 

Various treatments have been attempted for tennis elbow 

including corticosteroid injection
36

, drug therapies, 

laser
37-41

 electrical stimulation
42,43

 ergonomics
44,45

, 

counterforce bracing
46

, accupuncture
47,48

,splintage
49

, 

ultrasound
50

, phonophoresis
51

 or iontophoresisetc. 

Surgical treatment is indicated in 5-10%
47

 of patients who 

did not improve from their symptoms with conservative 

treatment approach. There are manytreatment listed in 

literature as the ultimate goal of the treatment is to reduce 

pain but which treatment is most beneficial is necessary 

to find so this study was conducted to see the effect of 

ultrasound and cryo-therapy on patients with tennis 

elbow when combined with exercises.  

 

 

 

 

Aim of the study 
 To study the effect of ultrasound combined with 

exercises VS cryo-therapy combined with exercises on 

tennis elbow (lateral epicondylitis). 

 

Objectives 
• To find out the efficacy of exercises program 

(strengthening exercise and stretching program) when 

combined with ultrasound and cryo-therapy on lateral 

epicondylitis on: 

- Pain 

- Grip Strength. 

 

Methodology and Materials 
The study was approved by IEC SV on 14

th
 August 2012. 

After the approval from the ethical committee permission 

from the Principal, College of Physiotherapy was taken to 

carry out the study at different sports academy at Baroda 

as the study was to be carried out among tennis players, 

Approval was then taken from Akota tennis academy. 

The letter of approval for the same was submitted to the 

Principal, College of Physiotherapy. 

• Source of Data: Akota tennis academy, Baroda, 

Gujarat.     

• Study Design: Experimental study 

• Tennis players having pain over the lateral 

epicondyle of elbow, No time period of playing 

tennis, Male and female players.,PositiveMilli’s 

and Cozen’s sign, Any age are included in the 

study. 

• Players who have Systemic diseases,A history of 

upper limb surgeries. any Neurological disorders, 

Post traumatic stiffness of elbow joint., Radial 

head subluxion,Cervical spodylosis with radiating 

pain on lateral elbow are excluded from the study. 

• Sampling design: convenient sampling  

 

Outcome Measures 
• Visual analogue scale(VAS) 

• Dynamic grip strength 

 

METHOD 

 
After receiving ethical approval from Sumandeep 

vidhyapeeth institutional ethical clearance committee and 

the College of Physiotherapy, 43 Players from tennis 

academy having pain over the lateral epicondyle (self-

reported) were selected for the study.They were assessed 

thoroughly for tennis elbow and by using a standard 

assessment format in that Pain, tenderness, elbow ROM, 

grip strength were taken and tennis elbow were diagnosed 

on basis of Mill’s and Cozen’s test by physiotherapist. 10 

subjects had negative Mill’s or Cozen’s test and were 

hence excluded from the study. Remaining 33 subjects 

were explained about the treatment benefits and demerits. 

A written informed consent was taken from the players 

(appendix 2). The 1
st
 subject was made to pick up the chit 

and accordingly was put into the group and the remaining 

subjects were then alternately divided into 2 groups. In 

both the group there were 15 players as 2 players were 

drop out due to personal issue. 
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Group 1 (U.S + exercise) andGroup 2 (Cryo + 

exercise) 
Grip strength was obtained by using sphygmomanometer. 

The subject was made to sit in a chair with a standard 

size pillow in the subject’s lap and the affected hand 

resting on the pillow in mid prone position with elbow 

flexed. The pressure cuff was the tied to the subject’s 

affect upper limb just above the elbow joint and the pump 

given in the subjects affected hand. The subject was then 

asked to inflate the cuff till maximum limit and the 

readings recorded. This was repeated three times and the 

top score noted and Pain was assessed one to one by 

using Verbal Numeric Pain Rating Scale.  

Once assessed for outcome measure group 1 was given 

Ultarsound therapy (pulsed ultrasound (1 MHz) for 7 min 

(over the painful area) at 1w/cm2).  

Following exercises were prescribed to both the groups in 

common: Ultrasound was given with subject in sitting 

position in a chair with the affected limb supported on the 

couch with elbow flexed to 60 degrees. Group 2 was 

given cryo-therapy for 10 min using a ice pack wrapped 

in a towel with subject in sitting position. 

1. Stretching was given to wrist extensors in sitting 

with shoulder flexed to 90 degrees, elbow extended, 

forearm pronated and wrist in full flexion. This was 

maintained for 10 sec and repeated for 3 times.  

2. One RM (maximum weight one can lift for one 

time) of wrist extensors of each subject was taken and 

strengthening program started with 60% of the 1RM. 

Gradually it was progressed from 60% to 90% of 1RM. 

Subject was made to sit in a chair with the affected limb 

resting on the couch with elbow flexed and wrist at the 

edge of the couch with weight hanging in the hand. The 

exercise was to extend the wrist from full flexion folding 

the weight in the hand. This exercise was repeated 10 

times with 10 seconds hold time and a total of 3 sets. 

This intervention was given for 1 week and outcome 

measure reassessed again at the end of 1 week in similar 

manner as pre intervention. Statistical analysis was done 

using SPSS 17.0 statistical package in a password 

protected computer.  

RESULTS 
 

Table -4.1 Intragroup analysis of VAS and GS (grip strength) of group 1 

 

Group1(US +EX) Mean Std. Deviation z P 

VAS 
Pre 4.0 ±0.65 

-3.578 0.000 
Post 2.73 ±0.88 

GS 
Pre 197.33 ±10.99 

-3.272 0.001 
Post 210.66 ±10.32 

 

The above table shows with in group comparison of 

Visual analogue scale (vas) and grip strength by 

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for group 1. p value less than 

0.001 shows there is statistically significant improvement 

after intervention. 

 

Table -4.2 Intragroup analysis of VAS and GS of group 2 

 

Group2(CRYO+EX) Mean Std. Deviation Z P 

VAS 
Pre 4.53 ± .743 

-3.487 .000 
Post 1.93 ± .457 

GS 
Pre 200 ±14.14 

-3.499 .000 
Post 220 ±11.33 

 

The above table shows with in group comparison 

ofVisual analogue scale (vas) and grip strength by 

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for group 2. p value less than 

0.001 shows there is statistically significant improvement 

after intervention.  

 

Table-4.3 Inter group analysis of grip strength and Visual analogue scale 

 

Outcome Group Mean rank Z P 

VAS 
Group 1 11.10 

-2.95 0.003 
Group 2 19.90 

GS 
Group 1 18.90 

-2.198 0.028 
Group 2 12.10 

 

The above table shows between Group comparison of after intervention values of VAS and GS by Mann Whitney U Test. 

The p values for all the outcome measures are less than 0.001 shows there is statistically significant improvement in 

group1(us +ex) after intervention in both outcome measures. 
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. 

 

Figure 4.1 shows intra group comparison of Visual analogue scale 

 
 

Figure 4.2 shows intragroup comparison of grip stren 

 

The mean value of age is calculated. The mean age in 

group 1 (mean= 26.50 years) and control group 2 (mean= 

33.53 years).  

     The purpose of this study was to determine the effect 

of ultrasound with exercise and cryotherapy with exercise 

on lateral epicondilities. There were 15 subjects in each 

group which were given exercises in common and one 

group was given ultrasound and other was given 

cryotherapy.  

     There was significant difference (p < 0.001)in Grip 

strength post intervention (210.66) from pre intervention 

value of (197.33) in group 1 and also significant 

improvement seen (p < 0.001)   in group 2 grip strength 

after intervention (220) from pre intervention value 

(200). 

     There was significant improvement seen in group 1 

Visual analogue scale (VAS) after exercise (2.73±0.88) 

from pre intervention value (4.0±0.65) and also 

significant changes seen in group 2 after intervention 

(1.93± .457) from pre intervention value (4.53± .743). 

      For inter group analysis of VAS between group 1 

(1.933±0.457) and group 2 (2.73 ±0.88) shows no 

significant change (p>0.001). For inter group analysis of 

Grip strength between group 1 (220±11.33) and group 2 

(210.66±10.32) shows no significant improvement 

(p>0.001).   

Ultrasound which was pulsed at 1 mhz for 7 min was 

given showed statistical significance when compared to 

cryotherapy, however both the groups at the end of 

therapy showed significant changes in pain and grip 

strength following their respective intervention.  Multiple 

interventional trials for chronic Lateral Epicondilities 

have not shown any benefit for active treatment over 

placebo. These studies assessed a variety of modalities, 
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including ultrasound, pharmacological and physical 

therapies 
16–24

. It is not possible to directly compare the 

outcome of our trial with these previous studies; 

however, a common conclusion is the lack of 

distinguishable benefit from active intervention. 

Despite the extensive use of cryotherapy in the 

management of acute musculoskeletal 

injury, few investigators 
33–36

 have actually examined the 

effect of cryotherapy alone on return to participation. The 

analgesic effect of cryotherapy is one of the primary 

reasons clinicians use it in the management of acute 

musculoskeletal injuries. Slowing of nerve conduction 

velocity is the likely mechanism for the analgesic 

response to cold. Ice reduces nerve conduction velocity 

and slows the stretch reflex. The greatest effect of 

reduced nerve conduction velocity is shown in superficial 

nerves,
21

 and the effect of cold on nerve conduction 

velocity may last up to 30 minutes after application. 

When pain is effectively managed, the patient may be 

able to begin and progress rehabilitation sooner to 

address range-of-motion and strength deficits as well as 

progress to full weight bearing and functional activities 

more rapidly
21

. 

Grip strength improved over the duration of the trial. One 

of the limitations of grip strength is its subjectivity, being 

reliant on patient effort, which may vary greatly between 

individuals. 

In this study we have compared the effect of ultrasound 

with cryotherapy and both have its evidences for 

improving pain, but in our study exercise was given along 

with these modalities so it is difficult to staunchly state 

which one of them is better when compared to other. 

Exercise alone may also have improved both the 

parameters. Previous studies are in accordance with our 

study showing effect of pulsed ultrasound but there they 

have used placebo for control group therefore this study 

should be compared with caution with other studies. 

Pienim¨aki et al. had given exercise programme of 

stretches and exercises (isometric and isotonic) with a 

treatment of pulsed ultrasound across the same time span 

for 6-8 week that showed the SMD for pain visual 

analogue scale at rest was 0.97 (95% CI 0.30 to 1.63) and 

0.66 (95% CI 0.01 to 1.31) for pain visual analogue scale 

under strain. Maximum grip strength was not 

significantly different between groups 
12

.This is not in 

accordance to our study which shows improvement in 

grip strength. Here they have not given exercise to one 

group whereas we have given to both the groups so this 

contradiction is explainable. 

There is significant difference in both NPS and Grip 

strength post intervention within each group but there is 

no significant difference in NPS and Grip strength post 

intervention when two groups are compared to each 

other. Clinically different combination of us, cryotherapy 

and exercises can be given to attain the desired results as 

both are effective. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
Both ultrasound with exercise and cryotherapy with 

exercise are useful in reducing pain and improving grip 

strength in patients with tennis elbow. Pulsed ultrasound 

has a significant improvement as compared to 

cryotherapy. 

 

LIMITATION  
Limitation of the study was that the number of subjects 

recruited for the study were less (30), 15 subjects in each 

group.  
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